Can’t Decide?

There are lots of variables to take into the equation when designing a Fridgepack to suit your 4WD including things like the size of vehicle, what type of door system does the vehicle have e.g.: barn doors or a tailgate, is it more practical to have the fridge on the driver or passenger side of vehicle, fridge size, is there a sufficient 12v power socket in the rear to run your fridge, if so where is the plug and is the cabling big enough to do the job that is required of it and also how much weight can your particular vehicle carry. The over page diagrams are all based around a typical 40-50litre 12volt fridge and show the different options and available sizes of drawers that can be made into your Fridgepack. If you are using a bigger fridge and want this installed in a Fridgepack configuration, we can accommodate this by simply using a narrower drawer.

Another variable to consider is the addition of a pullout freestanding table like the one pictured below. In some of the larger vehicles, we can easily split the fridge-house from the drawer-pack which will allow enough space to install a pullout table in between the standing up on its edge, but most medium-smaller vehicles will require a narrower drawer pack to be fitted to free up some space and allow the table to fit. All you will need to decide on is what is more practical for you, drawer space or a handy camp table?

Another thing to take into consideration when designing a Fridgepack, is to take the practicality of the vehicles day-to-day use into account. If you are using your vehicle for everyday duties, a Fridgepack 1 or 2 may better suit your needs. You will find this practical as it will still allow a huge amount of usable space on top of your drawer unit for general items such as the grocery shopping. Having a Fridge in your vehicle will certainly make this task easier keeping your cold items fresh and cold without the need to rush straight home.
If your 4WD’s main duty is to stay packed and ready for that next weekend trip away, a Fridgepack 3 may suit your needs better. This system will keep all your items neatly packed away and ready at hand for that next adventure but still allow maximum drawer space.

As with all of our Fridgepack models, the practicality of having your own fridge on a fridge slide and as low as possible in the vehicle not only keeps the centre of gravity down low, but also makes it super easy to access.

*Just remember, the easier it is to pack your vehicle, the easier it will be to get away!*

The below diagram shows some different configurations available in the ORS Fridgepack range.
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